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A!zwiux

A review of fiSon product yields and delayed neutron data for NP-237, Pu-242, Am-242m,

Am-243, Cm-243 and CJn-245 has been undertaken. Gaps in understanding and inconsistencies in

existing data were identifkd  and priority areas for further experimental, theoretical and evaluation

investigation detailed.

Since 1982 it has been recognised that long term basic research into utilisation of high level

nuclear waste by separation i&o individual actinides  and fission products could produce many

benefits. It is currently planned that the actinides be disposed of in geological formations,

unseparated from the fiiion products. However, they could, if separated, yield a more efficient

approach to the utilization of the limited world nuclear resources and the reduction of long-lived

nuclear waste. Fission products from the uranium and plutonium isotopes wnventionally  present

in nuclear fuel could be a source of noble metals to be used as catalysts in industrial chemistry,

and of radionuclides  for use in medicine and industry. The higher actinid%  on the other hand,

could be introduced into reactors as fuel. This could have dual benefi@  firstly by contributing to

the generation of heat, and secondly by reducing the quantities of the-se materials through their

being fissioned. Thus they would be present in lower concentrations in the high-level nuclear

waste and, as the actinides  are longer lived than most of the fission products, it would reduce the

time high level waste must be monitcwed.
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The Japanese. government has decided. to fund research and development in this field,

through a project entitled ‘OMEGA’: ‘Options Making Extra Gains of Actinides  and fiiion

products generated in the nuclear fuel cycle-.

This report was funded by the OMEGA project through the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA).

It represents a critical review of fission product yields and delayed neutron data for actinides  of

interest to the OMEGA project. The nuclides  considerd were the most important higher actinides

Np237, Pu-24Z AM-242M,  Am-243, Cm-243 and Cm-245. Tbe objects of this study were the

identification of gap  in understanding and inconsistencies in existing &ta and also to identify

priority areas for further experimental, theoretical and evaluation efforts

For fiiion products the open literature and available computer readable &tabases (CINDA

and EXFOR) were scanned for chaim cumulative, independent and ternary yields  For data on

delayed neutrons the quantities of interest were: total delayed neutron yields ~d, the time

dependence of the neutron activity, and the delayed neutron spectra. The same muru?s  of data

were searched as for fission yields.

The search for data was restricted to neutron induced and spontaneous fission, with the

energy beiig specifkd as one of the three following classes

(1) Thermal neutrons Maxwellian distributed neutrons with a mean energy of

1140 eV.

(2) Fast neutrons here the definition is less precise as a fast reactor can have a

wide range of average energies from a few hundred keV to several MeV,

depending on the compmition of the reactor. In practice, most fast reactor

designs have a mean energy of about 400 keV.

(3) High energy neutrons: these are formed around 14-16 MeV by accelerator

induced reactiom  and if commercial fusion becomes viable would be produced

by fusion reactors.
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At the moment it is felt that charged particle and photon induced fiiion  would not produce

sufficiently great reaction rates both from wnsideration  of the appropriate crom~tions  and due

to the low fluxes currently obtainable from accelerator. Also it Ls noted that within the data

extracted there were no results from the use of monoenergetic neutron bea.ms  except for those for

the third class mentioned above “High Energy Neutrons-.

In the medium term only thermal and fast reactors are available, however it should be

noted that, if fusion becomes commonly available, the mass and charge distribution from f=ion

can be gr-tly changed by changing the energy of the neutrons causing fkions from thermal or

fast to 14MeV. On one hand this may enable, by variation of neutron energy, the minimisation of

fision product activity in waste or the maximi=tion  of the production of rare radionuclides  or of

highly valuable stable nuclides  Several papers on actinide  burning reactors were presented at the

PHYSOR conference at Marseilks  France during May I!WO, proceedings of which are to be

published.

For thermal and fast reactors the delayed neutron component of the reactor flux is of great

importance in the control and design of the reactor. ~ in the future, greater concentrations of

the higher actinides  witl be generated both through usc of recycled fuels and as reactor burnups

are incrti  there will & increasing need for their delayed neutron data in order to predict

reactor kineti~<  procedure that had not, until recently, been attempted without the use of greatly

simplifkd  models (private communication, M.Brady, ORNL). In fusion reacto~  on the other

hand+ the difference in the typical energies of delayed neutrons and those from fusion, plus the

need to place the actinides  outside the reactor core make it unlikely that delayed neutrons from

actinides  would have any major effects.

Fkon  yields are reported in 3 types

(i) The independent yield, Yi(&ZJ), is the yield of a particular nuclide  of mass & charge Z and

isomeric  state I produced directly from fiiion.

(ii) ‘fbe cumulative yield Yc is the yield of a nuclide (&Z,I) over all time, i.e. Yc is the

independent yield for (A,Z,I)  plus all the contributions from (A’, Z’,1’) decaying into (A,Z,I)  when
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Fission yields

The datasets for NP-237F,  Pu-242F, Am-242mT, Cm-243T and Cm-24ST have a good

enough coverage of chain yields that the predictive modeh interpolations and extrapolations

described above wilt give a good estimate of values in the remaining gaps in the total chain yield

distribution. Of the remaining reactions understudy, some have no experimental results at all,

while the rest are only poorly defiied.  Appendix A lists cases where there are at Least some dam

but systems which have no published chain yield &ta are not mentioned in the tables Chrly

filling of gaps or estimating of the whole chain yield distribution is much 1S certain than if there

is good coverage from experimental results

There is need for new measurements of chain yields both to ccmfirm previous results and to

fill gaps in the unmeasured regions. New work should concentrate on those nuclides whine fission

rates are highest for what are considered reasonable estimates of typical fuel composition in

reactors of interest

There is little data available for fractional independent yields of the nuclides  under study.

However, if it is required that complete yield sets be produced, then it is desirable to have some

experimental values so as to be able to determine the appropriate model parameters. Thus if large

enough samples of these  materials a be produccxl,  the relatively new mas =Paratom  would be

advantageous for new measurements because they allow the measurement of many independent

yields without =mplicated  and time consuming chemical separations Examples of these mass

separators are Lohengrin  and Hiawatha.

Until now, only empirical models have been used for the modelling  of fission yiekk it

would be useful to investigate whether nuclear phjsks theory of fission can provide a deeper

insight into the processes involved and hence the form of equations which might be used to

represent fiiion product emisskm.

Delayed neutron dam

Delayed neutron measurements are difficult to make accurately, and considering the small

amount of data currently available, more measurements are required both of Vd the time

dependence (allowing att parameters to vary and using a full covarianoi anatysis),  and

measurement of spectra.

However, in the short and medium term, improvements in fission yields and d-y data for

the summation methods would in my opinion produce a greater improvement in the data. This

would have to be foUowed  up by experimental measurements however. to cdnfinq  the results,
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~use at present, the charge distributions for fiiion  in these nuclides  are produced by

extrapolation from the charge distribution model parameters for better characterised systems.

Thus the predicted charge distributions are uncertain and hence, as these distributions are very

important in determining the delayed neutron precursor formation, so are the delayed neutron

emission characteristics

I would like to thank the foUowing for helping me in this work Dr C Nordborg,  Dr S

Webster, Dr M Lammer,  Dr V McLane,  Dr M Brady, Mr M F James  and the staff of the NEA
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